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Get a Hold On It!

New DVD List- Non-Fiction

Alice Waters and Her Delicious Revolution
CHECK CATALOG

Follow Alice Waters through a year of shopping and cooking, and discover the vision of an artist and
advocate who has taken her gift for food and turned it into consciousness about the environment,
nutrition, and a device for social change.

Ignite by SPRI.
900 calorie burn : the ultimate high intensity training workout
CHECK CATALOG

Celebrity trainer Ashley Borden introduces you to HIIT, one of the most effective ways to blast calories and
burn fat in a short amount of time. Wanna burn 900 calories? Here’s your roadmap!

Nick Cave and the Bad Seeds : one more time with feeling
CHECK CATALOG

Andrew Dominik’s One More Time with Feeling is a black-and-white documentary which chronicles the
creation of Nick Cave & the Bad Seeds’ album ‘Skeleton Tree’. Originally a perfomance based concept,
the film evolved into something much more significant as Dominik delved into the tragic backdrop of the
writing and recording of the album. Also features live performances by the band in the studio.

Tai chi fit. Over 50
CHECK CATALOG

A simple tai chi workout with an emphasis on continuity, connection, and feeling of flow.

What’s with wheat? : eat at your own risk
CHECK CATALOG

A hard hitting investigation into the growing epidemic of wheat & gluten intolerance
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Why trains crash
CHECK CATALOG

Nova investigates how trains can be agents of such tragic destruction by dissecting the most infamous
accidents, unraveling how the laws of physics stack the deck against trains, and exploring how creative
innovations are bringing about a revival in train tech.

Wisconsin hometown stories : Door County.
CHECK CATALOG

Historians, local citizens and experts tell stories of tourism, cherries, art, and geology that capture the
history of Door County. Viewers will also explore ethnic heritages that still thrive across the land, its art
history, and efforts to preserve both the land and the natural beauty that define one of Wisconsin’s most
charming places.

Get a Hold On It!

New DVD List- Foreign Films

Young Black Jack Complete Collection
CHECK CATALOG

The year is 1968, the war in Vietnam is approaching its zenith, and the counterculture movement that’s
been sweeping the world is engulfing Japan. While others are in the streets protesting, one young medical
student becomes embroiled in a different kind of battle. As new medical technologies to save and extend
lives come into play, the temptation for a surgeon to play God has never been so powerful.

Japanese

Staying vertical
CHECK CATALOG

It follows filmmaker Leo, whose amorous encounter with a free-spirited shepherdess results in a baby he’s
forced to raise. Through a series of unexpected and unusual encounters, while simultaneously struggling
to find inspiration for his next film, Leo will do whatever it takes to stay standing.

French

